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Inner Contentment

Inner Contentment
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Inner Contentment

Section 2: TEACHING
✦
✦
✦
✦

quality of life values
support to be given
meaningful activities
teaching moments

Support To Be Given ~ Indicate the areas in which the
Individual needs your help. For each area, describe how
you give that support without the Individual
experiencing your help as domineering.
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Section 2: TEACHING
✦
✦
✦
✦

quality of life values
support to be given
meaningful activities
teaching moments

Meaningful Activities ~ Plan out the activities you will use to support the
Individual’s quality of life, and to help teach and develop a sense of
companionship. For each activity, indicate how you support the Individual
and how you teach him/her a feeling of belongingness.
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Section 2: TEACHING
✦
✦
✦
✦

quality of life values
support to be given
meaningful activities
teaching moments

Teaching Moments ~ The environment is an integral aspect of eﬀective
teaching. Reflect on the best times and places for each session to occur,
and indicate what conditions will contribute to a receptive learning
atmosphere (ie, calmness, safety, the presence of others).
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Section 3: PROTECTING
✦
✦

disturbing factors
knowledge of crisis intervention (NHDSW)

Disturbing Factors ~ Identify what factors can make the Individual feel
unsafe or unloved, and reflect on how these can be addressed, so these
disturbances are avoided or become preventable. Reflect on how you
will respond and protect, and then plan how you will be prepared.
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Section 3: PROTECTING
✦
✦

disturbing factors
knowledge of crisis intervention (NHDSW)

Crisis Intervention ~ A framework of Gentle Teaching has flexibility with two diﬀerent

navigational modes, allowing for change or shifting when navigating the course. Dynamics
of awareness and energy continuously move attention, engagement, and experience from
one wave to the next. Navigating change is about comprehension strategies for managing
how the relation vehicle of support and care is moving in the direction of Gentle Teaching,
toward destinations of safe and loved. Navigating the Heart During Stormy Weather is a
diﬀerent approach from Navigating Teaching.
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Section 4: RECIPROCATING
✦

reciprocation goals for both the individual’s
teaching and the individual’s learning

Reciprocating ~ As the mentor experiences the engaged processes, they
become more aware of their own value in the teaching and relationshipbuilding goals that are mentoring a sprit of gentleness.
As the individual begins to reciprocate what has been learned, and returns,
to us, the value that has been shared, we come full circle with the teaching.
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